“Ultimately, my decision to come to UW had everything to do with the people. The support system here is incredible. They actually care about me, my research, and what I want to do with my career. They said that they would be here for us at every point along the way, and it has turned out to be completely true.” - Shelby Lunderman, UW Drama Ph.D. student

MEET OUR PH.D. FACULTY

Odai Johnson
Head of Ph.D. Program

MFA: University of Utah
Ph.D.: University of Texas at Austin
Recent publications: London in a Box (Iowa 2017), Ruins: Classical Theatre and the Archeology of Memory (University of Michigan), Oxford Handbook of Dance and Theatre, Oxford Handbook of The Georgian Theatre, the Oxford Handbook of American Drama (contributer)
Fields of Interest: 17th & 18th century, Ancient, Architecture, Historiography, Baroque, Early Modern, Colonial America
LEARN MORE ABOUT PROFESSOR JOHNSON

Catherine Cole
Divisional Dean of the Arts, College of Arts & Sciences Faculty, School of Drama

Scott Magelssen
Co-Head of BA Program, School of Drama
Associate Professor, Theatre History

Stefka Mihaylova
Assistant Professor, Theatre Theory and Criticism
Todd London
Executive Director and Professor, School of Drama

MA: University of Minnesota
Ph.D.: University of Minnesota

Recent publications:
- Performing South Africa's Truth Commission: Stages of Transition (Indiana University Press), Statements Before and After Arrests: Performing at Law's Edge in Apartheid South Africa (Law as/and Performance), Time Slip: Fiat Lux Redux/Remix as University-Museum Social Practice (Global Art and the Practice of the University-Museum)

Fields of Interest:

LEARN MORE ABOUT PROFESSOR COLE

LEARN MORE ABOUT ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MAGELSEN

LEARN MORE ABOUT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MIHAYLOVA

Barry Witham
Professor Emeritus, Theatre History

MA: University of Iowa
Ph.D.: Ohio State University

Recent publications:

Fields of Interest:
- 20th Century, 21st Century, Dramaturgy, Theater History, Political Theory

LEARN MORE ABOUT PROFESSOR EMERITUS WITHAM

LEARN MORE ABOUT PROFESSOR POSTLEWAIT

Thomas Postlewait
Affiliate Professor, Theatre History

BA: Portland State University
Ph.D.: University of Minnesota

Recent publications:
- Editor, Studies in Theatre History and Culture (University of Iowa Press), Editor, with Charlotte Canning, Representing the Theatrical Past: Essays in the Historiography of Performance (University of Iowa Press)

Fields of Interest:
- 17th Century, 19th Century, Historiography, Performance Studies, Theater History

LEARN MORE ABOUT AFFILIATE PROFESSOR POSTLEWAIT
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